


You’ve just purchased Intermotor™ Wire, 
the Ultimate Import Ignition Wire Set.
• Genuine Intermotor™ Import Ignition Wire Sets feature 

original equipment fit, form and function…plus!

• Every Intermotor™ set is designed, built and tested
to meet or exceed the tough international TS16949 
quality standards.

• Our wire conductors feature precision-matched
resistance for clean energy flow, ultimate performance 
and maximum import power.

• Intermotor™ factory-installed clips, loom & trays* plus 
cylinder# identification provide a flawless installation.

• Hi-temp silicone jacket with hi-gloss bonded clear coat 
provides unmatched protection from engine heat and 
potential underhood damage found in today’s engines.

Take advantage of our years of product innovation, advanced 
import technology, and quality manufacturing. Install your 
Intermotor™ Import Wire Set with ease and confidence for 
exceptional power and performance, long service life, and 
the ultimate import wire experience.
*Factory installed upgrades are specific to vehicle make and model
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
1. MAKE SURE THE ENGINE IS COOL! Remove and replace only one 

spark plug wire at a time* (Best practice even when leads are
numbered).

2. Change the longest spark plug wire first. Grasp the distributor end
terminal nipple. Remove with a steady rotating pull.

3. Note location of clips and wire separators*, then grasp the spark 
plug end terminal and boot. Remove with a steady rotating pull or
use appropriate tool.

4. Apply dielectric grease to the inside of the spark plug boot to aid 
installation or later removal. Attach new wire to the spark plug. 
Audible “click” should be heard indicating that the snap-lock
terminal is fully seated. If “click” is not heard, it may be necessary 
to push the boot further up the wire to adjust the terminal depth.

5. Route the new wire through the original clips and wire separators*
to avoid engine and transmission linkage, exhaust manifold(s) and 
brackets, or sharp metal edges.

6. Attach wire to coil or distributor.
7. Repeat steps 1 through 6 for each plug wire and coil wire(s) if

included, working from the longest wire to the shortest.

PREMIUM IMPORT IGNITION WIRE SET

*Many Intermotor™ ignition wire sets include factory installed wire clips, trays 
and protective loom (specific to vehicle make & model) to keep ignition wires 
properly spaced and sorted. In some instances it may be necessary to reuse the 
original clips or loom. Check your application to determine if this is required. 

Conductive Core 
Matched to Each OE Type - Low OHM, 
Ferrite Mag, Wire Wound, Silicone, or 
Metallic for Maximum Voltage and 
Enhanced RFI Suppression

Hi-Temp Silicone Jacket 
Maximum Thermal Protection

Patented Hi-Gloss Clear Coat 
Permanently Bonded to Jacket 
Enhances Abrasion Resistance 
Greater Protection Against 
Severe Temperatures 

Silicone Insulation
High Heat Resistance 
Plus Superior Dielectric 
Protection for Maximum 
Voltage Flow and Power

Hi-Temp Braid Tape
Bonds the Jacket to the Insulation Improving 
Protection, Tensile Strength and Terminal Retention 

Ask for Genuine Intermotor™ Import Engine Management Parts 

View other replacement ignition parts made by Standard on our website.

https://www.carid.com/standard/
https://www.carid.com/ignition-parts.html
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